
Review of Conditionals (worksheet)

Activity 1 
Look at the pictures and the sentences. Do you have any wishes or regrets?
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1) I would stay here forever if I didn’t have to work.
 
Type
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2) If I get this job, I will be able to have more free time.
 
Type
 

3) If I hadn’t told her, she wouldn’t have left me.
 

Type
 

4) If she liked flowers, I would have bought them yesterday.
 
Type
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Type 
 

Type 1
 

If + Present _______, Present ____, 

Present ____, Present  _____
 

will/ must/ can/ should + _____
 

Type 2
 

If + Past ____ or Past ______ would/ could/ might + ______
 

Type 3
 

If + Past ____ or Past ______ would/ could /might + _____ + _____
 

Mixed type
 

a) (present) If + Past Simple or 

Past _____

(past) would + have + bare infinitive
 

b) (past) If+ Past Perfect or

Past ____

(present) would/ could/

might + _______

 

If- clause
 

Main clause
 

1.Which of these situations refer:   

a) to the past ____       

b) to the present/ future _____    

c) one part refers to the present and another one to the past?_____

2. Which situation is:   

a) real _____      

b) unreal_____?

3.Which situation expresses person's regrets? _____

What Conditional types are the sentences in Activity 1?

 

Activity 2 
Read the sentences in Activity 1 again and answer the questions.

 

Complete the gaps:
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For example,
Sally had to catch a plane. On the way  to the airport her car broke down and she arrived late. 
So she missed her flight. That particular plane crashed and everyone was killed. 
If Sally’s car hadn’t broken down, she would have been killed in a plane crash.
  

1. she/ caught a cold / if / wouldn’t / had / have / taken her umbrella / Lily
2. would / she / a higher salary / My friend  if / got the job /  have
3. If / had children / she / wouldn’t be alone / my neighbour / now / had
4. If the manager / wouldn’t / had been / he / have made such a mistake / more responsible

  

My plans
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Activity 3 
Unjumble the sentences. What type of conditional is it?
 

Activity 4
Make the sentences. Then work in pairs and compare your sentences with your partner.
 

Work with your partner. Make mini-situations that leads up to eaсh sentence.
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My dreams

  My regrets

  

Example,

broken down /  If / hadn’t / she would / Sally’s car / killed 

in a plane crash/ have been.

- If Sally’s car hadn’t broken down, she would have been 

killed in a plane crash.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pu5gx96rw-o

 

Activity 5
Watch the segment from “The good doctor”. Make 3-5 chain sentences with 

“If” + third or mixed conditional.

 

Activity 6
Read these famous quotes. Which one do you agree with? Why? 

Give some personal examples.
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For example, If she hadn’t bought this overpriced dress, she 

wouldn’t spent all her money. - If she hadn’t spent all her money, 

she would be able to go on holiday now…

1. We could never have loved the earth so well, if we had had no 

childhood in it. (G. Eliot)

2. I have loved the principle of beauty in all things, and if I had had time 

I would made myself remembered. (J. Keats)

3. Most people would succeed in small things if they were not troubled 

with great ambitions. (H. Longfellow)

4. If Cleopatra’s nose had been shorter the whole history of the world 

would have been different. (B. Pascal)
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